
Main targets for 2014
 f the African Union (AU) develops/adopts regulatory frameworks for peace-support missions that conform to IHL and 
other relevant norms, including in relation to the treatment of detainees 

 f the AU promotes the ratification/implementation of IHL instruments such as the Arms Trade Treaty and the African 
Union Convention on IDPs among its member States 

 f the AU works with the ICRC to foster awareness of humanitarian concerns, including those covered by the Health 
Care in Danger project, and to garner support for the Movement’s work across Africa

BUDGET IN kCHF
See under Ethiopia

PERSONNEL
See under Ethiopia

The ICRC’s delegation to the African Union (AU) aims to 
achieve better understanding and wider acceptance of 
the ICRC within the AU Commission and other AU bodies. 
In its capacity as official observer to the AU, it works with 
member States to draw attention to problems requiring 
humanitarian action, to promote greater recognition and 
much wider implementation of IHL throughout Africa and 
to raise awareness of the ICRC’s role and activities. It 
endeavours to build strong relations with AU-accredited 
intergovernmental organizations, NGOs and UN agencies.

african Union

context
The African Union (AU) is pursuing efforts to resolve on-
going armed conflicts and other situations of violence in 
Africa, including in the Central African Republic (hereafter 
CAR), the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Mali, Soma-
lia, South Sudan and Sudan. 

The AU maintains peace-support forces in Somalia and, 
with the UN, in Darfur, Sudan. In cooperation with the 
Economic Community of Central African States, the AU 
is preparing to deploy the African-led International Sup-
port Mission in the CAR, which is being formed out of the 
Mission for the Consolidation of Peace in the CAR. Aid-
ed by the UN, the European Union and the United States 

of America, an AU regional taskforce is endeavouring to 
counter armed activity by the Lord’s Resistance Army in 
central Africa. Following the transformation of the Afri-
can-led International Support Mission in Mali into a UN-
led peacekeeping mission, the AU plans to continue sup-
porting stabilization efforts in northern Mali. 

While continuing to build the capacities of the African 
Standby Force (ASF), the AU approved the establishment 
of an “African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises” 
through an interim military force able to intervene rapidly 
in conflict situations within the continent. 

hUManitarian response 
The ICRC will continue to work with the AU to facilitate the 
integration of IHL and other relevant norms into its poli-
cies and processes and to seek to influence AU decisions in 
favour of people affected by armed conflict and other situ-
ations of violence. 

As the AU strives to resolve conflicts in Africa through po-
litical mediation and direct military intervention, the ICRC 
will lend expertise to AU officials in drafting or revising 
legal frameworks governing peace-support missions in ac-
cordance with IHL and other relevant norms, including in 
relation to the treatment of detainees. It will do so notably 
through the secondment of an ICRC legal adviser to the AU 
Commission. The ASF will receive support in developing 
IHL training modules and exercises for its personnel. Local 
and regional workshops will aim to deepen understanding 

among AU experts of the applicability of IHL to interna-
tional peacekeeping missions. 

To reinforce the protection afforded by IHL to conflict/vi-
olence-affected populations, the ICRC will cooperate with 
the AU in promoting the ratification and implementation 
of IHL instruments. For example, it will provide technical 
advice to member States on ratifying the Arms Trade Trea-
ty and assist the Political Affairs Department in promoting 
a model law on the implementation of the African Union 
Convention on IDPs. The African Union Commission on 
International Law (AUCIL) and the Office of the Legal 
Counsel (OLC) will receive technical advice and reference 
materials to help them guide States towards further acces-
sion to/implementation of IHL treaties. A regional work-
shop for member State representatives will provide a forum 
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to discuss solutions to challenges experienced by States in 
assisting victims of weapon contamination and fulfilling 
their other legal obligations under weapon-related trea-
ties such as the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention. The 
African Committee of Experts on the Rights and Welfare 
of the Child (ACERWC) and the ICRC will also work to 
generate support for legal instruments protecting children 
affected by armed conflict and other situations of violence.

The ICRC will keep up efforts to draw attention to humani-
tarian concerns and to elicit further support for its neutral, 
impartial and independent action during its participation 
in relevant meetings, debates and events organized by AU 
bodies. It will discuss the ICRC’s position on pressing issues 

as well as its operational challenges, for example during reg-
ular talks with the chairperson of the Peace and Security 
Council (PSC) and during a meeting between PSC mem-
bers and the ICRC president. It will promote respect for the 
wounded and sick and medical workers and infrastructure 
across Africa, including by co-organizing a seminar on the 
Health Care in Danger project with the AU’s Humanitarian 
Affairs, Refugees and Displaced Persons Division. Regular 
interaction with other pan-African bodies, NGOs, interna-
tional organizations and the media will seek to foster mu-
tual understanding and generate further support for the 
Movement’s work.
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